Developmental studies have shown that visuo-spatial working memory (VSWM) performance improves throughout childhood and adolescence into young adulthood. The neural basis of this protracted development is poorly understood. In this study, we used functional MRI (fMRI) to examine VSWM function in children, adolescents, and young adults, ages 7-22. Subjects performed a 2-back VSWM experiment that required dynamic storage and manipulation of spatial information. Accuracy and response latency on the VSWM task improved gradually, extending into young adulthood. Age-related increases in brain activation were observed in focal regions of the left and right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, left ventrolateral prefrontal cortex (including Broca's area), left premotor cortex, and left and right posterior parietal cortex. Multiple regression analysis was used to examine the relative contributions of age, accuracy, and response latency on activation. Our analysis showed that age was the most significant predictor of activation in these brain regions. These findings provide strong evidence for a process of protracted functional maturation of bilateral fronto-parietal neural networks involved in VSWM development. At least two neural systems involved in VSWM mature together: (i) a right hemisphere visuo-spatial attentional system, and (ii) a left hemisphere phonological storage and rehearsal system. These observations suggest that visually and verbally mediated mnemonic processes, and their neural representations, develop concurrently during childhood and adolescence and into young adulthood.
T he ability to represent and manipulate visuo-spatial information is a key requirement of everyday cognition (1) . Visuo-spatial working memory (VSWM), the ability to briefly maintain and manipulate spatial information on line, plays an important role in this process (2) . Developmental studies have shown that working memory (WM) performance improves with age throughout childhood and adolescence, into young adulthood (3) (4) (5) (6) . Zald et al. (3) have shown that spatial WM abilities improve substantially from age 14 to 20, with significant improvements in accuracy and reaction time (RT). The neural bases of these protracted changes are poorly understood. Here, we present the first study to examine the developmental trajectory of concurrent changes in brain function and behavior during the acquisition of VSWM skills in subjects from early childhood to young adulthood (ages [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] .
Extensive neuroimaging research in adults has shown that several prefrontal and parietal brain regions, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC), ventro-lateral prefrontal cortex (VLPFC), premotor cortex (PMC), and the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), play critical and differential roles in VSWM (7) (8) (9) (10) . In contrast, there have been very few brain imaging studies of WM in children and adolescents. Thomas et al. (11) examined brain activation in six children (8-10 years) and six adults (19-26 years) performing a VSWM task and found activity in the right superior frontal gyrus (SFG), right DLPFC, right superior parietal lobule (SPL), and bilateral inferior parietal cortex (IPC) in both children and adults. However, they could not determine the precise changes in brain function during development because there were no quantitative statistical comparisons between groups. Nelson et al. (12) examined brain activation in 9 children (8-11 years) and found activation in right DLPFC, bilateral SFG, right IPC, and right SPL.
Although these studies show that similar brain regions are activated during WM in children and adults, there is no quantitative information available about the functional changes that might contribute to WM development. Thus, our knowledge of the neural basis of protracted developmental changes in VSWM remains limited.
The confounding effects of age and task performance on activation pose a challenge to brain imaging studies of cognitive development. At issue is whether changes in brain activation reflect changes in task performance with age or functional maturation, independent of behavioral changes. Previous functional imaging studies of WM have taken one of two approaches to this question. One approach is to simplify cognitive tasks so that children can perform them (13) , thus eliminating performance as a confounding factor. However, the simplified tasks may not capture critical cognitive operations that are evoked during WM. A second approach is to group subjects based on individual performance levels (11) , which also poses difficulties in selection of performance criteria and in interpretation of different tasks. To resolve these problems, we took an alternative approach. We examined brain activation in children, adolescents, and young adults who performed a standardized WM task involving the dynamic storage, manipulation, and selection of information in WM. We addressed two questions related to the development of WM function: (i) are there specific brain regions that show linear age-related changes in activation; and (ii) what are the relative contributions of age and performance measures (e.g., accuracy and RT) to changes in brain activation?
In examining age-related changes in brain activation, it is important to know whether activation increases or decreases with age, because increases in activation are typically associated with greater functional maturation, and decreases are associated with less developed or ''immature'' function. Findings from developmental brain imaging studies have been variable, particularly for PFC function. For example, in studies of response inhibition, Casey et al. (14) reported decreased activation in widespread regions of the PFC; Rubia et al. (15) reported increased activation in the left middle and inferior frontal cortex; and Tamm et al. (16) reported bilateral increases in specific PFC regions known to be involved in response inhibition in adults, whereas decreases were observed in other PFC regions. In a related study of the Stroop color-word interference task, Adelman et al. (17) observed age-related increases in PFC activation from childhood to adulthood, whereas increases in the PPC reached asymptotic levels by adolescence. Schlaggar et al. (18) found that reading single words resulted in increased PFC activity in adults and decreased activity in the visual association cortex in children. The divergent findings of age-related changes could be due to (i) differences in specific ages of subjects studied, (ii) methods for controlling variability in behavioral performance with age, (iii) dissimilar psychological processes and Abbreviations: DLPFC, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; fMRI, functional MRI; IPC, inferior parietal cortex; PFC, prefrontal cortex; PMC, premotor cortex; PPC, posterior parietal cortex; RT, reaction time; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; SPL, superior parietal lobule; VLPFC, ventrolateral prefrontal cortex; VSWM, visuo-spatial working memory; WM, working memory; ROI, region of interest. ¶ To whom reprint requests should be addressed. E-mail: menon@stanford.edu. strategies evoked by specific tasks, (iv) differences in methods used to analyze data: whether between-group analyses versus age-related regression are used, or (v) whether voxel-based or region-of-interest (ROI)-based analyses are used.
In this study, we used a voxel-based approach because it provides detailed information about the precise brain regions that show focal changes in WM-related activation with age. Based on our previous findings (16, 17) , we hypothesized that, in conjunction with improved task performance with age, key prefrontal and parietal cortical regions known to be involved in WM would reveal focal increases in activation with age. We further hypothesized that focal increases in the DLPFC would be observed even after removing the confounding effects of performance, thus potentially providing evidence for functional maturation independent of performance changes.
Methods
Subjects. Subjects were selected from 34 healthy individuals who performed a VSWM task as normal comparison subjects in ongoing clinical studies. Subjects (i) had no history of neurological or psychiatric disorders; (ii) were right-handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory; (iii) were younger than 25 years old; (iv) had a full-scale IQ between 85 and 130; and (v) maintained a maximum head movement of less than 3 mm and rotation less than 3°during fMRI scanning. Subjects were screened for psychiatric conditions by using the Symptom Checklist-Revised (SCL-90-R) (19) or the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL) (20) . Subjects had SCL-90-R or CBCL t scores within 1 standard deviation of the mean of a normative standardized sample. Cognitive functioning was assessed by using the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Third Edition (WISC-III, ages 7 through 16) and the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale, Third Edition (WAIS-III, ages 16 and up).
Of the original 34 subjects, 23 (9 male, 14 female) children, adolescents, and young adults (ages 7-22; mean 14.6 Ϯ 4.6) were included in the study: 8 children (ages 7-12), 8 adolescents (ages [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] , and 7 adults (ages 18-22).
Experiment. During functional MRI (fMRI) scanning, subjects performed a visuo-spatial task (21) consisting of 12 alternating 36-s WM and control epochs. Subjects viewed items on a screen and responded to visual cues on a small keypad. During both tasks, subjects viewed the letter ''O'' once every 2 s, at one of nine distinct locations on the screen. In the WM task, subjects responded if the current location was the same as the location at which the symbol was presented two stimuli back (2-back WM condition). In the control task, subjects responded if the symbol appeared at the center. One-third of the trials in each epoch required a response. In each epoch, 16 stimuli were presented for 500 ms each, with a 1,500-ms interval. Before each epoch, subjects were presented with a 4-s cue about the task they were to perform.
Image Acquisition. Images were acquired on a 1.5T GE Signa scanner using protocols which have been described in detail elsewhere (16, 17) . Eighteen axial slices (6-mm thick, 1-mm skip; 4.35 mm in-plane resolution) were imaged with a temporal resolution of 2 s by using a T2*-weighted gradient echo spiral pulse sequence (22) . To aid in localization of functional data, a high-resolution T1-weighted spoiled grass gradient recalled 3D MRI sequence was obtained.
Data Analysis. fMRI data were processed by using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM99) (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk͞spm). Our methods are described in detail elsewhere (16, 17) . Briefly, images were corrected for movement and normalized to stereotaxic Talairach coordinates (23) . Statistical parametric maps were first generated for the WM, compared with control, tasks for each subject using a general linear model. In the second level of analysis, random effects analysis was performed with age as a covariate to determine which voxels showed age-related activation changes across subjects. Significant clusters of age-related activation were determined by using height (P Ͻ 0.05) and extent (P Ͻ 0.05) thresholds that corrected for spatial correlations (24) .
Multiple regression analysis was used to examine the differential contribution of age and performance on brain activation during WM. Significant clusters of activation detected in the group data were defined as the functional ROIs. Within each ROI, two complementary measures of activation were computed for each subject: (i) height of activation, measured as the t statistic at the peak group activation in the ROI, and (ii) extent of activation, measured as the percentage of voxels activated in the ROI. Significance levels were assessed at an ␣ level of 0.05.
Results
Neuropsychological Assessment. The mean full-scale IQ (FSIQ) score for the sample was 116 Ϯ 10 (93-130). There was no significant correlation between age and FSIQ (r ϭ 0.39; P Ͼ 0.05). Behavioral Performance. Mean accuracy was 96.01% Ϯ 4.54% on the control task and 81.38% Ϯ 15.89% on the WM task. Mean RT on correct trials was 567 Ϯ 120 ms on the control task and 694 Ϯ 188 ms on the WM task. Accuracy and RT showed significant improvements with age on the WM task with performance improvements extending into young adulthood (Fig. 1 Upper) . Accuracy increased with age (R 2 ϭ 0.33; P ϭ 0.003), and RTs to correct trials (R 2 ϭ 0.20; P ϭ 0.003) decreased with age during the WM task. Performance reached asymptotic levels by age 8-10 on the control task (Fig. 1 Lower) . Accuracy was not significantly correlated with age (R 2 ϭ 0.14; P ϭ 0.082), but RTs decreased significantly with age (R 2 ϭ 0.36; P ϭ 0.002). Slopes of RT versus age for the WM and control tasks were not significantly different (F ϭ 0.08; P ϭ 0.78).
Correlation Between Brain Activation and Age. WM-related activation significantly increased with age bilaterally in the PFC and PPC. Within the PFC, activations were observed in the left and right DLPFC, left and right SFG, left VLPFC, and left PMC. Within the PPC, activation was observed primarily in the left and right angular gyrus and adjoining intraparietal sulcus, and to a lesser extent in the left and right SPL ( Fig. 2; Table 1 ). Fig. 3 shows the increase in cluster size and peak t score in each of the PFC and PPC clusters as a function of age. No brain regions showed WM-related decreases in activation with age.
Multiple Regression Analysis of Brain Activation in Relation to Age
and Behavioral Performance. Multiple linear regression analysis was used to examine the relative contributions of age and task performance (accuracy and RT) to brain activation. Cluster size and magnitude of peak activation were computed separately for each subject, and were used as dependent variables, with age, accuracy, and RT as predictor variables. Results show that age was a significant predictor of brain activation even after factoring out the effect of task performance ( Table 2 ).
Discussion
Our study provides the quantitative analysis of concurrent changes in brain function and behavior during the development of WM in children, adolescents, and young adults from ages 7 to 22. We detected linear changes in brain activation within regions known to play a critical role during VSWM in adults. This linear trajectory is characterized by focal increases in brain activation with age; no brain regions showed WM-related decreases in activation with age. Activation changes were seen in a distributed fronto-parietal network consisting of the left and right DLPFC, left posterior VLPFC, left PMC, and left and right PPC. These regions are known to play a critical role in VSWM in adults (8) , and the precise foci of activation are consistent with several previous neuroimaging studies (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) . Our results agree with findings from previous studies that have shown that children activate similar prefrontal and parietal cortex regions as adults (11, 12) . We extend these findings by showing that changes in PFC and PPC function underlying WM extend well into young adulthood.
Multiple regression analysis allowed us to examine the relative contributions of age and performance to activation. We used two complementary measures of activation, reflecting the height and extent of activation within PFC and PPC regions; both measures showed similar effects: after accounting for performance, age was a significant predictor of brain activation. Accuracy and RT accounted for a small fraction of the variance in activation. These findings provide the strongest evidence to date for increasing functional specialization of specific brain regions involved in VSWM, independent of performance changes. The pattern of protracted functional developmental of PFC and PPC function during WM is consistent with the prolonged morphological maturation observed in these regions (32, 33) . This functional maturation extends beyond the DLPFC to other regions of the PFC as well as the PPC.
With age, accuracy increased and RT decreased during WM performance. Accuracy and RT during WM performance were more variable in younger subjects. Accuracy increased at a slow rate (about 2% per year). To examine whether the relation between age and accuracy depends on the results from children ages 6-8, we reanalyzed the data excluding these children. Accuracy was still significantly correlated with age, indicating that changes in performance are not dependent on the results of the children ages 6-8. Similar findings were observed for RT. Accuracy on the control task reached asymptotic levels by age 10, but RT continued to decrease. Thus, even for simple tasks, which younger subjects perform well, processing speed continues to improve with age. Age-related slopes of RT on the WM and control tasks were not significantly different, suggesting that a common, fundamental mechanism, such as increased signal conduction speed, may underlie improvements in performance speed. These findings are consistent with evidence from morphological studies that have found age-related increases in white matter density from age 8 through young adulthood (33) . Our results also suggest that improvements in accuracy are not solely caused by increased processing speed.
Within the left hemisphere, age-related increases were observed in a distributed fronto-parietal network that is known to implement the phonological loop. This loop plays an important role in verbal rehearsal processes involved in WM (34, 35) . Almost all brain regions that have been implicated in the phonological loop showed age-related increases in activation, including the left posterior VLPFC, the PMC, the left IPC, and the adjoining intraparietal sulcus. The left posterior VLPFC regions showing activation include the pars opercularis and triangularis regions of the IFG; both regions constitute Broca's area (36) . In adults, these regions are thought to subserve distinct functions involved in verbal rehearsal. Broca's area is believed to support the articulatory processes required for phonological recoding of visual stimuli (37) , whereas the left dorsal PMC is thought to maintain temporal order, possibly as the location of a timing signal used in the rhythmic organization of rehearsal. Although the precise role of these regions in VSWM is not well understood (38) , there is indirect evidence to suggest that even for VSWM, information is recoded and maintained by verbal rehearsal in a phonological short-term store, because it decays if unrehearsed (39) . The functional development of this system may underlie the increased ability to recode visually presented information into phonological form. Evidence from behavioral research suggests that verbal recoding of visuo-spatial information is a strategy that develops in children around 7 to 8 years old and continues through adolescence (40) , and that the development of VSWM in children is significantly related to using phonological recoding strategies (41) . Our study provides direct evidence for protracted development of a brain system involved in this process.
The left and right DLPFC also showed protracted age-related increases. Functional brain imaging studies in adults have consistently demonstrated the involvement of these regions in VSWM (42) . The differential contributions of the left and right DLPFC to VSWM are currently unknown. However, most studies suggest that DLPFC activation is more lateralized to the right hemisphere during VSWM, and to the left hemisphere during verbal WM (43) . This observation agrees with our finding that age-related increases were greater in the right DLPFC. Experimental studies in humans and animals have consistently shown that the DLPFC plays a critical role in successful WM operations (44) (45) (46) . The DLPFC is known to be involved in executive control processes subserving WM. Its For each cluster, region of activation, significance level, number of activated voxels, maximum Z score, and location of peak in Talairach coordinates are shown. Each cluster was significant after correction for multiple spatial comparisons (P Ͻ 0.05, corrected). BA, Brodmann area.
activation is characteristic of n back WM tasks, like the one we used, which require manipulation and active processing of stored information (10, 47, 48) . Furthermore, human electrophysiological studies have shown that DLPFC damage results in decreased neural activity in the PPC (48) , suggesting that an excitatory modulation from the DLPFC is necessary to sustain neural activity during WM. These data suggest that the increased bilateral DLPFC activation with age that we found reflects increased functional specialization of modulatory and control processes involved in WM.
Within the PPC, age-related increases were observed in the left and right IPC, primarily in the angular gyrus (Brodmann area 39), as well as the adjoining intraparietal sulcus and to a lesser extent the SPL. Our findings of parallel age-related increases in activation of the DLPFC and the PPC are consistent with electrophysiological studies showing that these regions are co-activated during WM (49) . Positron-emission tomography imaging studies in monkeys have also shown simultaneous metabolic activation of PFC and PPC (50) .
Specifically, electrophysiological studies have shown that neurons in the DLPFC and the PPC are both active during delay periods, when items must be held on-line in WM (51) . Neuroimaging studies in humans have shown that although the DLPFC and the PPC are both important for WM (8) , the DLPFC is more critically involved in the manipulation and selection of information in WM (8, 52, 53) .
In contrast to the left PPC, which is involved in phonological processes subserving WM, the right PPC, including the SPL, the IPC, and the adjoining intraparietal sulcus, is primarily involved in visuo-spatial attention (28) . Neuropsychological and functional neuroimaging studies have indicated that there is a substantial overlap in right PPC, as well as right PFC, regions that subserve both visuo-spatial attention and VSWM. Both of these cognitive functions share common processes involved in the dynamic shifting of attentional resources (27) , suggesting that visuo-spatial attention and control processes subserved by right hemisphere frontoparietal networks also mature over an extended time. Behavioral studies have suggested that phonological recoding cannot account for all of the age-related changes in VSWM performance (54) , and that the development of visual and verbal processing systems may both be modulated by similar attentional and control mechanisms (54, 55) . Our study provides support for this interpretation from the viewpoint of brain systems involved in the development of VSWM.
Thus, with increasing age, at least two neural systems involved in VSWM mature together: a left-hemisphere-based phonological rehearsal system, and a right-hemisphere-based visuo-spatial attentional system, and their associated executive control processes. This finding suggests that alternate verbal-and visual-based strategies and representations and their neural substrates undergo prolonged and concurrent development. Further studies are needed to disentangle the developmental trajectory of different subprocesses involved in WM, such as encoding, rehearsal, manipulation of items in memory, and interference processing. Multiple linear regression analyses was used to examine the relative contributions of age and task performance (accuracy and RT) to WM-related activation in the PFC and the PPC. Results of two separate analyses using two different measures: cluster size and peak t score in each activation cluster identified in Table  1 . Analysis model R 2 , and corresponding P value, along with ␤ weights, and their corresponding P values, are shown for each region. The analysis shows that in each of these regions, age is a significant predictor of brain activation, even after accounting for changes in task performance with age.
